GLOBAL COOPERATION DAY AND BUILDING NATURE CONNECTION WITH GLOBAL COOPERATION PARTNERS WE, ENERGIME UNIVERSITY AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES OF TURTLE ISLAND.

(FOR 11 DAYS OF GLOBAL UNITY POSTING TO 40,000 PEOPLE, OTHER RELATED EVENTS TO BE SHARED OVER TIME)

September 9, 2019

TREES OF PEACE AND RECONCILIATION will be planted all around the world from September 10 up to and on October 4, 2019 - the Feast Day of St Francis of Assisi, Patron Saint of the Ecology, whose name and example have been carried forward by Pope Francis.

A “Double SuperJubilee” will be celebrated, firstly for Peace to enumerate the 800th Anniversary of the meeting between St Francis and Sultan Al-Malik Al-Kamil during 1219 speaking a dialogue of tolerance and peaceful coexistence into a time of war and uncertainty; and secondly for Reconciliation to enumerate the 400th Anniversary of the commencement of British parliamentary governance in Virginia during 1619 including the “original sin” to formally enter the Atlantic Slave Trade.

The 800th Anniversary SuperJubilee will be memorialized by a continuing call for peace through dialogue. The 400th Anniversary SuperJubilee will be remembered through continued reconciliation. Both events will be used to uphold a new global architecture of cooperation and new beginnings, while establishing a firm sense of place of millennial identity for all people - returning the original debt forgiveness and poverty elimination foundations of the Millennium Development Goals to the forefront of international diplomacy.

Photos and film footage of all TREES OF PEACE AND RECONCILIATION will be presented to Generation Hip Hop, chaired by Ndaba Mandela, for the composition of a soundtrack/compilation album which will in turn be presented to the Vatican on the occasion of the Economy of St Francis meeting in March 2020 (please see attached letter from Pope Francis). Thereafter, the same album will be presented to the White House, 10 Downing Street, Royal Families worldwide, the African Union, the UN, UNESCO, ASEAN, the EU and just about every high office possible.

Following on from that, in May 2020, a cross-section of citizens in Markham Canada will showcase and celebrate some of the world’s finest sustainable technologies, with methods to educate future generations as to their use, with results to be shared globally.